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ABSTRACT--- Due to many economical benefits cloud
computing has quickly become popular and is widely used for
delivering services over the Internet. As the number of cloud
users increases day by day, data centers are continuing to grow in
terms of hardware resources, virtual resources and traffic
volume; thus making cloud operation and management more
intricate. To manage complex infrastructure of cloud, an
efficient and effective Cloud Monitoring System (CMS) is needed
to improve the overall performance of cloud. Cloud monitoring is
the process of reviewing, controlling and managing the
operational workflow and processes within a cloud-based IT asset
or infrastructure. This paper deals with detailed study of CMSs
based on their architecture, monitoring phases, properties and
functions. It describes various phases of cloud monitoring
activities and presents the comparative study of the state-of-theart works of theses phases. Usage of agents for monitoring of
cloud activities is also described. Finally, various
challenges/issues and possible future directions of cloud
monitoring is discussed. This paper helps researchers, engineers
and scientists to know the state-of-the-art works for monitoring
cloud activities.
Index Terms: Cloud computing, Cloud monitoring, Multi
agent system, Monitoring phases, Challenges.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has quickly become popular as it is
widely used for delivering services over the Internet. This is
due to various economical benefits like fast setup, easy to
adopt, lesser effort, reduced price, on demand usage,
improvement of energy efficiency, optimization of hardware
and software resource utilization, performance isolation,
flexibility, elasticity and on-demand service schema [4]. To
provide cloud services, the cloud service provider has to do
lots of work in the background like advanced virtualization
techniques, robust and dynamic scheduling approaches,
advanced security measures and disaster recovery
mechanisms are implemented and operated in cloud
computing systems. The cloud computing involves various
activities [1] such as resource planning and management,
data center management, SLA management and billing,
cloud troubleshooting, performance management, fault
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management,
configuration
management,
security
management and data management [8]. Monitoring and
Managing of these activities in complex, and heterogeneous
cloud environment is crucial. Also, as the number of cloud
users increases day by day, data centers continue to grow in
terms of hardware resources, virtual resources and traffic
volume, thus making cloud operation and management more
and more complex. Hence there is a need of an efficient and
effective Cloud Monitoring System (CMS). Cloud
monitoring is the process of reviewing, controlling and
managing the operational workflow and processes within a
cloud infrastructure. It is the use of manual or automated IT
monitoring and management techniques to ensure that a
cloud infrastructure or platform performs optimally [2]. The
cloud monitoring is a key tool for controlling and managing
cloud infrastructure by collecting information from different
probes, aggregating related information, filtering the
unrelated/unwanted data and finally analyze or evaluate the
performance of the cloud. It also takes control actions in the
interest of performance improvement in cloud.
CMS [3] helps to manage the performance of cloud
especially when consumer adapted critical services or
scientific applications. For instance, if a consumer may host
application at multiple clouds to ensure high availability,
then switching between multiple clouds becomes easy with
help of CMS. Effective use of cloud computing platforms,
management of their high complexity and ensuring
appropriate levels of Quality of Services (QoS) [79] require
specialized CMS. Further, CMS supplies information like
workload, QoS parameter, Key Performance Indicator and
status of resource usage to both consumers and providers.
This helps in maintaining transparency between provider
and consumer regarding billing [5].
1.1 General view of a Cloud Monitoring System
Cloud computing has three different service layers that
are offered as services. These are Infrastructure as a Service,
Platform as a Service and Software as a Service. CMS
monitors various elements at each layer as mentioned below
[4]:
1) Infrastructure layer: The CMS monitors all physical
and virtual components of cloud such as CPU,
memory, disk, virtual resources, network traffic etc.
2) Platform layer: The CMS monitors various services
and platform (operating system) related metrics like
response time, application startup time, number of
process, number of VM , number of threads and
resources per application etc.
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3) Application layer: The CMS monitors different
metrics which provide status of service performance
and other service specific information such as average
CPU utilization, query latency, CPU usage and
memory usage etc.
The Figure 1 shows CMS based on three layers of a cloud.
An agent is a small software program that is installed on
each level of cloud to be monitored. The agent’s primary
functions are to collect data on user activity from different
probes, and to transmit the data to a central server for
processing, analysis and storage. A probe is an action taken
or an object used for the purpose of learning something
about the state of the network or hardware component.
Monitoring is used to measure the usage of all resources
based on different metrics with different granularity,
according to the type of service and price model adapted.
CMS should filter collected data to remove unwanted, noisy,
unrelated data and aggregate them for analysis purpose. The
analyzed data will be helpful for both cloud user and service
provider. The cloud user and the provider have different
perspective of cloud monitoring [6]. The cloud user's
perspective is to focus on the QoS, economical and
availability of cloud services offered by the CSP. And, the
cloud provider's perspective is to focus on the effective
resource utilization and the performance enhancement of
cloud system.

Figure 1: General view of a Cloud Monitoring System
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: (2)
Taxonomy of CMS (3) State-of-the-art works on cloud
monitoring, (4) Challenges/ Issues and Future directions and
(5) Conclusion remarks.
II.

BASICS OF CLOUD MONITORING SYSTEM

This section describes basics of CMS considering
different aspects of a cloud such as monitoring architecture,
monitoring phases, cloud properties and functions. The
Figure 2 shows a typical CMS.
2.1 Architectures of CMS
There exist two types of CMSs based on architecture:
Centralized and Decentralized architecture. The centralized
architecture consists of a single monitoring server that
collects metrics from different nodes and stores the data in
centralized storage for further processing. The centralized
architecture is low in cost but leads to two problems: it
suffers from single point of failure and lack of scalability [6]
[67]. To avoid these problems decentralized architecture is
used, where monitoring task is distributed across various
nodes of the cloud. The monitoring architecture can be
developed either by using agent based or agentless system.

The monitoring activity of CMS is divided into five
phases: i) Data collection ii) Data filtering iii) Data
aggregation iv) Data analysis and v) Alert and reporting.
Figure 3 shows these phases of cloud monitoring activity.
This section briefly defines these phases. Comparative study
of state of the art works on these phases is given in Section
3.1.1.
2.2.1. Data Collection
The monitoring system must collects the different types
of information or metrics like processing time, processing
speed from CPU probe, memory utilization, latency from
memory probe, energy consumption, energy utilization from
energy probe, bandwidth, delay, latency etc from different
probes. Figure 4 shows the taxonomy of data collection
considering main aspects of data collection such as
architectures, strategies, update techniques and categories.
The data can be collected by using centralized or
decentralized architecture. The centralized architecture uses
data collection trees where a monitor server sits at the root
of the tree and is supported by lower level servers which
propagate state from monitoring hosts. Failure of a
monitoring server will interrupt data collection process from
its sub-tree. The centralized data collection system is
suffering from various challenges like single point of failure,
performance degradation, replication and fault tolerance
[30]. To overcome these challenges, the monitoring system
must adopt decentralized system. The decentralized system
makes use of peer-to-peer concept. The system uses either
agent based data collection or agent less data collection. In
agent based data collection, the agents are installed at
different component of cloud to collect and send the data to
central server. In the agentless CMS, data collection is easy
and cheaper in cost, as it is not essential to install software
agent [85]. The agentless services, talk directly to the
underlying cloud platform through the service provider’s
API to collect the data.
Strategy: To collect the data from cloud five strategies
are identified in literature: i) Push ii) Pull iii) Hybrid push,
iv) Hybrid push pull and v) Adaptive push. The push
method pushes the information from end-components of
cloud to central server. In the pull method, central server
query end-component of cloud to send the required
information [9]. The Hybrid push method pushes the data or
information to the central node based on fixed time interval
or based on event which occurs in the cloud [2]. In the
hybrid push-pull method an entity pull the data from
external entities and pushes the same data to central node
[10]. The adaptive push collects the data from different
probe and stores them in window [11]. At the next step, it
pushes the data to central server only if updated data is
found in window.
Update techniques: The data in the cloud is updated very
frequently. So it is essential to consider updated data for
analysis. Four update techniques are identified in the
existing work. First, the data which is updated at regular
interval is called periodic update [12]. Second, the data is
collected when some event
occurred in the cloud is called
event based update [13].

2.2 Monitoring Phases of CMS
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Third, the new data will be updated only when there is a
change in previously collected data is called content based
update [14]. Fourth, the window based system store the data
in
window
till
next
data
arrives,
and

then compare window data with newly arrived data. If there
is change in the data then only the data is sent to central
server.

Figure 2: CMS-architectures, phases, functions and properties

Figure 3: Five phases of cloud monitoring activity

Figure 4: Taxonomy of Data Collection Techniques
filters by collecting data frames at particular time period.
The window based filter collects the amount of data as
2.2.2. Data Filtering
per the window size and apply filtering technique for the
The collected information may contain high percentage
data that is available in window [38]. The Content based
redundant, invalid, conflict and irrelevant data. It is
filtering assign the rank and threshold values to collected
essentials to filter these data. A filtering algorithm could
data. The highest rank within threshold values are only
be more efficient to deliver more relevant information or
accepted as useful data [14]. The threshold based
data. Data cleaning is very important activity to remove
filtering set some threshold values based on certain
unwanted data from cloud system. Filtering may reduce
criteria, then the data within the threshold values are
the impact of monitoring data transfer over the network
accepted [15]. The most popular filtering methods are
load and increase the performance of cloud. Figure 5
Data
preprocessing,
Data
deduplication,
Data
shows the taxonomy of data filtering. The filtering
Compression and Dimension reduction [16]. The data
techniques can be applied over data, resource status, and
compression method keeps original data in the
computational status.
compressed form. The data deduplication method
There are four types of filtering methods are found in
removes the redundant data in the cloud. Data
existing work. These are time based filtering, window
based filtering, content based filtering and threshold
based filtering. The time based filtering attempts to make
filtering data frames by time [13]. In other words, it
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preprocessing is the important phase of big data
processing, and it filters the unrelated data at large-scale
infrastructures. Dimensionality reduction is the process of
reducing the random variables by obtaining a set of
principal variables. The CMS collects two types of data
where the filtering can be applied, these are: resource
statistics and data. The data filtering can be implemented
either by agent based system or agentless system.

The data aggregation is a process in which information
is collected and articulated in a summary form for
statistical analysis. The data aggregation reduces the
network traffic and secure private data [17]. The data
aggregation can be done in the regular interval depending
upon the requirement of application. The data aggregation
can be implemented in cloud monitoring by adopting data
mining techniques like clustering and classifications.

2.2.3. Data Aggregation

Figure 5: Data Filtering Techniques

2.2.4. Data Analysis
Once data has been aggregated it must be processed and
analyzed in order to extract the useful information. Data
analysis is a process of inspecting, transforming, and
modeling data to discover useful information that will help
in decision making. Data analysis has multiple facets and
approaches, encompassing diverse techniques under a
variety of domains like business, science, and technology
[36]. The data analysis is used to improve the performance
by identifying present resource status, predicting future
status and detecting critical conditions & abnormal
conditions.
2.2.5. Data Reporting and Decision making
Using data analysis, a complete report of cloud status will
be generated. The report will be in graphical representation
and descriptive format that tells about what is status of cloud
at particular point in time. This analysis report will be used
to take the control action to improve the performance of
cloud or resolve the issue. If particular resource is in critical
situation like overloaded or memory leak etc. then certain
notification will be sent to the admin in the form of email or
raising alarm.
2.3. Properties of CMS
In order to perform the smooth operation, the CMS must
have several properties [8]. In Figure 1, the properties of
cloud in taxonomy of CMS aspects are reported.
1. Accuracy: The CMS should provide accurate
measures that are as close as possible to real values.
2. Adoptability: The CMS must support dynamic nature
of cloud as requirements, technology and resources
(type, size, structure) of cloud are changing
dynamically.
3. Autonomic: The CMS can able to manage its
resources automatically without human interactions.
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4. Availability: The CMS should be available all the time
for all users of cloud by adapting fault tolerance
techniques.
5. Comprehensiveness: The CMS must support
heterogeneous resource (physical and virtual), variety
of data and multiple tenants.
6. Elasticity: The size of cloud increases and decreases
dynamically based on its usage. The monitoring
system should support scaling up and scaling down of
cloud resources.
7. Extensibility: The functionality of CMS should be
extending as per new requirements of user.
8. Intrusive:
The CMS should do significant
modifications as the changes in the requirements in
terms of security.
9. Scalability: Scalability means cloud computing should
support even if the data, parameters and measures
increases with changes in the requirements.
10. Timelineness: The CMS should respond within time
limit. It should not take more time to send requested
data.
11. Resilient: A monitoring system must be persistent to
the dynamically changing cloud requirements.
12. Reliable: A monitoring system perform required task
at any point of time under stated conditions.
13. Portable: Cloud environment must able work with
heterogeneous platforms and services.
14. Multi tenancy: The CMS should maintain concurrency
in serving different data or information to many users
at a particular point in time.
15. Customizability:
CMS
should
maintain
customizability for all the operations of cloud to cope
up with requirements changes.
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2.4. Functions of CMS

applications. In multi-tenant environment, customers
have different requirements. Based on customer
requirement cloud services are configured and
provided to customer. If customer requirement
changes at run time then cloud services are reconfigured. Configuration management system
verifies specified configuration and possible changes
in cloud computing environment.
a. Verifying the present configuration.
b. Configurations drift identification.
c. Reconfigure
cloud
services
based
present
configuration and new configuration.
d. Auditing the performance effect after re-configuration.
7. Security and Privacy management: The security is
very important for consumer and service provider, as
consumer store his or her private data and producer
store accounting and billing data[23] [28]. The
capability of detecting security breaches and attacks
is essential for cloud and monitoring system can help
in this regard by following functions
a. Identifying malicious process that consumes more
system resources.
b. Enabling strict auditing and trust policies.
8. Fault Management: To provide resilient and reliable
services over the cloud, fault management should be
very strong [2][30]. Fault management involves
identifying faults, find the root cause of the fault and
troubleshoot the fault by collecting various related
information. The functions of fault management are:
a. Detection of failures and predicting of failures.
b. Handle the failure by replacing alternative
components.
c. Find and troubleshot the fault.
9. Dashboard management: A dashboard is a real-time
user interface showing a graphical presentation of
the current status (snapshot), resource utilization and
key performance indicators. It updates the
information either periodically or event based.
10. Alerts and reporting: The user gets intimation
regarding status of cloud resources. The intimation
can be send by either email or sms service. Most of
the alerts are generated through threshold analysis,
where a particular component and its usage crosse

The cloud computing involves many activities for
which monitoring is an important task. Functions of these
activities are:
1. Accounting and Billing: Accurate accounting and
billing information is very important for both
customer and service provider [14]. The functions of
accounting and billing are:
a. Collecting accurate IT resource usage data.
b. Measure the quantity and nature of runtime IT
resource usage activity. Based on the measurement
and SLA, Bill has to be generated [77].
c. Protect Account and Billing data against forgery and
false modification.
2.

SLA Management: A Service Level Agreement
(SLA) is a contract between a cloud service provider
and a customer that specifies service offering [33]
[63]. SLA management functions are:
a. Measure QoS parameters and resources usage.
b. Store and Analysis resource data collected in
monitoring system.
c. SLA parameter assessment and verify SLA violations.
3.

a.
b.
c.
4.

5.

a.
b.
c.
6.

Data Center Management: A data center is a
centralized repository, for the storage, management,
data distribution and information organized around a
particular part of knowledge [27] [57]. The CMS
must support these data center functions:
Keep track of desired hardware and software metrics.
Keep track of resource utilization and accounting.
Data analysis that helps in resource provisioning and
troubleshooting.
Service / Resource Provisioning: The important
property of cloud monitoring is elasticity where the
resources allocated in dynamic nature of cloud [24].
The service or resource provisioning involves the
optimal allocation of resources in order to match the
workload requirement [54]. There are two types of
resources provisioning: static and dynamic resource
provisioning. The static resource provisioning
creates and allocates fixed size VMs. The dynamic
provisioning adjusts VM dynamically based on
required size at runtime. The main functions of
service/Resource
Provisioning
are:
resource
allocation permission based on Access Control list
and Keep track load on each resource with time
stamp.
Capacity planning: The capacity planning involves
quantifying resources capacity and determines
estimated workload [8].
It ensures resource
availability to meet the capacity demand necessary
for new customer requirements.
Measure capacity usage and determine resource
wastage.
Predicting resource availability in near future.
Determine the status of all physical and virtual
resources.
Configuration Management: Configuration is
arrangement of different set of parameter (QoS) and
values that determines the behavior of resources and
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III.

STATE-OF-THE-ART WORKS ON CLOUD
MONITORING & RESULTS

This section presents state-of-the-art works on cloud
monitoring activity. Cloud monitoring activity is mainly
discussed in two approaches 1) Based on various phases of
monitoring activity and 2) Based on usage of agents for
monitoring.
3.1. Based on various phases of Monitoring activity
The monitoring activity consists of five phases: i) Data
collection ii) Data filtering iii) Data aggregation iv) Data
analysis and v) Alert and
reporting.
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Table 1: Comparative study of Data collection methods
in existing CMS.
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Agent based

Event based

Periodic

Windows Based

Data
Updatation
Technique
Adaptive Push

Hybrid push-pull

Hybrid push

Pull

Communication
Strategy

Push

Architec
ture

Distributed

Data collection is used to gather and measure the
information from a variety of sources to get a complete and
accurate data of interest. The CMS can collect variety of
data like log messages, security events, application data,
network flows, performance measures etc. The comparative
study is carried out by considering different aspects such as
architecture, communication strategy, data updation
techniques and agent based system adoption. Table 1
presents the summary of this comparative study.
Architecture based Data Collection: data collection
happens either through Centralized or Distributed
architecture of CMS. These architectures are briefly defined
in section 2.2.1. The Cloud security monitoring system [22]
has adopted centralized data collection architecture to
monitor the security aspects of cloud computing.
The resource monitoring framework [35] has used
transportation window technique where collected data is
analyzed to avoid duplicate data transfer from hosts to
server. The above architectures are economical but leads to
single point of failure. To overcome this problem,
distributed data collection architecture [12] is used in cloud
monitoring systems, where data collection task is distributed
across the various nodes of the cloud. The most of existing
data collection works have adopted distributed architecture
to collect the data.
Communication Strategy based Data collection: The
communication between cloud manager and cloud entities
may follow push, pull, hybrid push, hybrid push pull, and
adaptive push strategies [61]. These strategies are defined in
section 2.2.1. The recent CMSs dynamically collect the
status or information of various resources. The data or
information is pushed from various resources to the
centralized monitoring system and convert incoming
monitoring data to a unified format, producing simplified
meaningful monitoring data [32]. The main drawbacks of
push method are: 1. collecting unrelated/unwanted data, 2.
Consume more transmission bandwidth. To avoid these
problems, pull method is used where central collector node
pulls the required data by executing queries [33]. The main
problem with pull method is that the central collector node
should have knowledge to execute queries for the required
data. The hybrid push method pushes the data to the central
storage based on two strategies 1) periodic push and 2)
event based push [2]. The periodic push consumes more
communication bandwidth as it pushes the data in regular
time interval even when cloud contains no or lesser
operations. Alternatively, the event based push strategy
pushes the data only when the change in cloud is detected
for particular entity. The hybrid push-pull method [34]
combines the basic push and pull model to resolve the above
said disadvantages but cost of implementation is more. The
adaptive push uses client/server architecture that collects the
data from different probe and stores them in to
transportation window [35, 11]. At the next step, it pushes

Centralized

3.1.1 Comparative study of Data Collection methods:

the data to central server only if updated data found in
transportation window. The mechanism gives better data
coherency between hosts and monitoring server. It has been
observed that event based hybrid push as it consumes less
computational and communication cost.
Data updation techniques based Data collection: As the
data in the cloud is updated very frequently, it is essential to
consider updated data for performance analysis. The CMS
may adopt one or more data updation techniques, these are
threshold based, window based, periodic based and event
based.
JCatascopia [78] has employed a pub/sub mechanism
which is similar to basic pull model, but here monitor
manager explicitly mention the required data to monitoring
agent and the monitor agent send the same data to the
monitoring manager. This technique minimizes network
communication overhead but monitor manger may receive
duplicate data when status of cloud unchanged. To resolve
this issue, the window-based event-driven push strategy [61]
pushes resource status information only if the change in
resource status information is larger than a threshold.
To increase the performance, resource state monitoring
[36] has adopted Markov Chain Model to predict the future
resource state. The proposed model updates the information,
when the difference between predicted values and actual
value exceed Error Tolerance Degree. These updates are
used to tune the prediction model.
Agent based Data collection: The agent based CMS
has lot of advantages over agentless CMS. Most of the
works in the literature used agent based data collection
architecture. JCatascopia [38] is an agent based multi-level
cloud monitoring system used to collect heterogeneous
metrics of different granularity across multiple levels of the
cloud. The proposed model follows an agent based approach
where the agents calculate performance metrics from
collected data and transfer them to storage server.
JCatascopia achieve portability as agents are capable of
running on any physical machine or VM instances. The
JTangCMS [31] is the agent based cloud monitoring system
where agents are used in data dissemination framework to
collect
the
runtime
information from various entities from different levels of the
cloud periodically. This runtime information will be
encapsulated into groups and delivered efficiently and
timely to the server by Data Distribution Service. Rest of the
state-of-the-art architectures has used agent based data
collection method.
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be filtered and agent based or agentless filtering. The
techniques to implement the filtering mechanism are
window, time, content and threshold based (discussed in
2.2.2). There are two possible types of data that needs to
filter: data and resource status.

The traditional push based data collection method collect
and updates the data periodically. This leads to unnecessary
pushing the same and increases the communication and
computational cost. To minimize the these communicational
and computational cost, update the data when there is no
change in data that is last updated. Wu-Chun Chung and
Ruay-Shiung Chang [80] have proposed GRIR (Grid
Resource Information Retrieval), which is considered a new
algorithm to improve Push model in grid monitoring system.
Three different algorithms were proposed, such as the OSM
(Offset- Sensitive Mechanism) protocol, the TSM (TimeSensitive Mechanism) protocol, and the hybrid ACTC
(Announcing with Change and Time Consideration)
protocol. This hybrid protocol dynamically adjust update
time interval and consider for quick update when the change
is larger than a dynamic threshold.
Han Fang-Fang, Peng Jun-Jie, Zhang Wu, and et al [81]
have proposed a periodically and Event-driven Push (PEP)
monitoring algorithm. The algorithm proposed by
combining the advantages of the push and event-driven
mechanism and simplifies the communication cost between
the consumer and the producer. The proposed model never
misses the important updates which would be happened
during the push interval. This algorithm light weight and
provide more adequate and information.
H. Huang and L. Wang [82] have presented a hybrid
resource monitoring algorithm for Cloud computing called
“P&P”. This algorithm takes the advantages push and pull
Models for resource monitoring in the Cloud Computing
Environment. The proposed model can intelligently switch
between Push and Pull models and minimizes the number of
updating according to the requirements of the users. This
algorithm reduces the updating rate coherence in accordance
with the users’ requirements.
3.1.2 Comparative study of Data Filtering methods:
The filtering methods are basically used to optimize the
performance by reducing unwanted data from the cloud
[38]. The reduced and relevant data are more useful than
collecting raw, duplicate, inconsistent, and unwanted (noisy)
data. It saves processing power, increases the speed of
execution and minimizes the network bandwidth
consumption [16]. Table 2 shows the comparative study of
existing work with respect to data filtering. The comparative
study includes filtering techniques adopted, type of data to
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Window based data filtering:The resource monitoring
system [62] has adopted an auto window filter algorithm to
reduce the network traffic between node to cluster and
cluster to manager in cloud computing. The window size is
flexible in nature and resize automatically as the size of data
grows or shrinks. The monitoring node will accept the data
only if it is within the window range and threshold value.
The threshold values are static but if system is upgraded or
downgraded then it is difficult to get accurate values. To
resolve this issue, JCatascopia [38] has adopted window
based adoptive filtering algorithm where window range
depends on the percentage of values previously filtered. The
algorithm calculates filter_value_percentage. If calculated
value is lesser than target_filter_percentage then size of
window increases otherwise decreases. The value within this
window range will be considered for further processing. The
improved version of JCatascopia [78] has adopted metric
filtering mechanism to reduce the communication overhead
that occurs during metric distribution and storage. This
mechanism introduced filters at probe level to allow the
users to attach filters to metrics. At runtime, the filter
mechanism checks collected metrics are in the appropriate
range. The metrics within the range [prevValue−F,
prevValue+F] will be discarded in place rather than being
distributed through the network.
Time based data filtering: DARGOS [13] employed data
filtering techniques aimed to reduce monitoring overhead by
eliminating unnecessary monitoring data distributions. The
first mechanism is a time-based filter used by Node
Supervised Agents (NSA) to reduce the number of updates
accepted within an assured period of time from a given
resource. For example, an application requires only one
measurement per minute can limit the reception rate. The
second mechanism is a value-based filter that permits NSAs
to be notified of updates only if the resource usage status has
changed since the last update. This strategy avoids
unnecessary traffic in scenarios where an approximate
estimation of resource usage is more than satisfactory.
Content based data filtering: The Relief algorithm [39] is
a feature weight-based algorithm, which works on relevance
evaluation of each feature given in a training data set in
which samples are labeled. The main task is to compute a
ranking score for every feature indicating how well present
feature differs neighboring samples. The low ranking data
will be discarded as author claims that it is unrelated data in
the cloud. The algorithm is not scalable as it consumes more
computational time to calculate ranking for large data.
Threshold based data filtering:
The threshold based filter [15] has operates periodically
with samples gathering from various agents in the cloud.
These samples are stored in a local database and send on
demand to the manager.
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The proposed model transfers the monitoring data that are
within specified threshold range and these threshold range
can be refined or adjusted aiming to reduce the network load
caused by large amount of monitoring data.

Agent Based

Resources Stats

Data Types

Data

Threshold Based

Content Based

Time Based

Window Based

The aggregation is a method to join the similar type of
data into a group of information. The filtered data can be
aggregated based on related data to improve the
effectiveness and performance of cloud [73].
Data
aggregation can be done either periodically, event based or
when data changes in cloud. The Cloud monitoring
architecture [15], has adopted data aggregation to improve
the cloud performance, where the main function of
aggregation is organizing data of the same type originating
from several agents that are spread in a cloud computing.
Multi-clouds based application monitoring architecture [40]
has used aggregation method to reduce the communication
overhead between multiple clouds. The collected data is
aggregated to provide a comprehensive view of applications
and send to the central manager. To reduce the number of
collected messages, network traffic in each virtual machine,
the data is aggregated into 5-tuple flows (e.g.

Data Filtering Techniques
References

3.1.3. Comparative study on Data Aggregation methods

Table 2: comparative study of data filtering techniques
in existing work.

[62]
[13]
[55]
[39]
[14]
[15]
[38]
[2]

Table 3: Data analysis technique in existing work
Ref.

Model

Cloud
architecture
Distributed

Analysis algorithms

Application

[43]

Varanus

[41]

Load analysisGossip Protocol

Load
analysis

DCEP4CMA

Hybrid

Query Based
Analysis

Behavior
analysis

[39]

Taguchi

Hybrid

Relief algorithm

Performance
analysis

[44]

Trace
analyzer Kmeans
Clustering

Distributed

Holt-Winters Triple
Exponential
Smoothing,
threshold
based
filtering.

Performance
analysis

[45]

SAMF

Distributed

Principle
component analysis

anomaly
detection

Yes

[46]

MAS-CM

Distributed

Statistical analysis
with ANN and GA.

Load
analysis

Yes
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Agent Analysis method
Based
Yes Underutilized VMs are selected for
analysis function. The analysis method
is not defined.
No
Calculate z-score to detect outliers. If
z-score reaches some threshold value
then its outlier.
No
Compute a ranking score for every
feature indicating how well current
feature differs neighboring samples.
No
K-means clustering is used to classify
data to identify related data. This
intern helps to analysis data.

Calculates the correlations between
different metrics to evaluate the
importance of metrics, and then use
PCA to compute and quantify the
anomaly degree,
For all tasks the mean and standard
deviation of the workload are
calculated.
Then, if the workload cross threshold
value, the tasks is rejected.
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Table 4: Differences between agent based and agent less monitoring systems
Module
Analysis
Deployment
Cost
Network Overhead
Troubleshoot
Communication Model
Data collection
Security
Automotive
Capacity planning
Bandwidth consumption

Agent Based Monitoring
Agentless Monitoring
In-Depth Analysis
No depth Analysis
Harder to deploy
Easier to deploy
Expansive
Cheaper
Lesser
More
Easier
Difficult
Push/pull/Hybrid
Push/Pull
Continues
Event based
High level security
Lower level
More automotive
Lesser automotive
Good for CP
Not Good for CP
Less-bandwidth consumption
More-bandwidth consumption
cloud monitoring with respect to monitoring phase and
The JCatascopia [38] has used aggregation method which properties.
adopts pub/sub model to collect the metrics from various
Based on resource monitoring:
agents. Monitoring server processes the collected metrics
JCatascopia is a fully-automated, multi-layer and
forming a unified and composite metrics upon user request,
aggregate them and group the metrics from various interoperable monitoring framework [2] that supports
instances together. This mechanism reduces the network maximum properties of CMS, (accuracy, adoptability,
related communication overhead as the monitoring server elasticity, scalability and portability) and adopted the data
collection, filtering and aggregation phases. In the proposed
avoids the constantly poll agents for new metrics.
The JCatascopia [78] has adopted aggregation function framework, monitoring servers exchange periodically gossip
that uses user-defined policies like AVG, MEAN to messages that contain the network location and status of
aggregate the metrics. JCatascopia employed two policies agents assigned to each peer. When a monitoring server is
for aggregation: Time-based policy and Volume-based down, the respective seed nodes will rebalance the topology
policy. The time-based policy distributes collected metrics by requesting from the monitoring agents assigned to the
every X seconds and volume-based policy distributes faulty server to reconnect to other monitoring server(s)
metrics if message size exceeds X KB.
Multiple based on the monitoring agent placement policy. Varanus
aggregation policies can be applied together with policies [43], a highly decentralized monitoring system used to
being configured through the agent configuration file. But monitor the performance of large scale cloud systems with a
there is tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy in the reduced need for dedicated monitoring infrastructure. The
monitoring agent participates in a gossip based overlay
proposed architecture.
network. Using this overlay network, monitoring agents
3.1.4 Comparative study on Data Analysis methods:
broadcast the status to all other agents. The proposed model
Data analysis is a process of inspecting, transforming, and supports adoptability, comphrensiveness, scalability and
modeling data to discover useful information that will help multi-tenancy. It does not provide a full, comprehensive
in decision making. The data analysis will help to improve monitoring suite.
the performance of cloud [41]. To analyze data, it is
Load Analysis: The Cloud monitoring system [46] has
essential to obtain statistical analysis of the relationships adopted agent based artificial intelligence techniques to
between the gathered performance parameters on the monitor the cloud. It uses Artificial Neural Networks
different layers of the cloud [42]. The data analysis is used (ANNs) and Genetic Algorithms (GAs) combined with the
for anomaly detection, outlier detection, abnormal behavior statistical analysis of the tasks workload to take the
and performance analysis etc. The comparative study is allocation decisions. For all tasks the mean and standard
based on various application of analysis like load analysis, deviation of the workload are calculated. The workload of
behaviors analysis, performance analysis and anomaly the particular task is below or above the certain level, the
detection. Table 4 presents the comparative study of data tasks are returned to the user. The result shows that agents
analysis used in existing work where it is categorized based can take action in non-deterministic time. An agent based
on Model, Cloud architecture, Analysis application, Agent multi-tier cloud monitoring architecture [43] has adopted the
based and Analysis method.
strategy to balance the VM load by collecting and analyzing
the various parameters of large scale cloud services. The
3.2.1 Comparative study
proposed method allocates analysis process to least loaded
This sub-section analyzes existing agent based CMS with VM to utilize the resources effectively. If all the VM are
respect to cloud monitoring phases and properties. These are heavily loaded then dedicated VM is provided. The author
defined in the section 2.2 and 2.3. The CMS is effective has not defined analysis method.
only if it supports more number of monitoring properties
Behavior analysis: D-CEP4CMA [41] has proposed a
[8]. The comparative study is based on various cloud cloud monitoring and analysis model based on complex
monitoring elements like resources monitoring, performance event processing.
monitoring, application monitoring and SLA monitoring.
Table 5 shows the comparative study of existing agent based
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The analysis part is used for outlier detection with help of
z-score calculation. The outlier detection in the proposed
architecture has used robust statistics and it consists of two
phases: training period and z-score calculations. During first
phase, the outlier detector has trained the data by computing
the values of the median and the mean absolute deviation of
its inputs. The second phase is used to compute the z-score
of the incoming monitored data (xi). The z-score of xi is the
difference between xi and the median, if the absolute value
of the z-score exceeds some threshold value then it is outlier
otherwise it is accepted value.
Anomaly detection: A self adoptive monitoring system
[45] has adopted the framework to automate the monitoring
task by adjusting monitoring metrics, periods and frequency.
The important monitoring metrics are selected by applying
correlation analysis between different metrics and these
metrics will give running status of cloud resources. Next, it
characterizes the status using principle component analysis
[42] to estimate the anomaly degree and predict possibility
of faults. The proposed approach can effectively improve
the accuracy and timeliness of anomaly detection and reduce
the monitoring overhead.
Performance analysis: The Performance Analysis Model
(PAM) [39] is used to measure and evaluates performance
metrics in big data application. The proposed method works
on three service concepts: 1) service not avail 2) service
done correctly and 3) Service done incorrectly. The PAM
consists of two main steps 1) identify degree of relationship
2) mapping performance concepts. The degree of
relationship between performance concept and sub concept
is identified by collecting various performance measures
from MapReduce log files and mapping them with
performance concepts defined in the monitoring framework
by means of the formulae defined in the ISO 25023. The
proposed model can be optimized and used in CMS to
increase the effectiveness of performance analysis. The trace
analyzer [44] is used for analyzing cloud monitoring data by
deploying the REpresentational State Transfer (REST) API.
It includes three modules: search package, analysis package
and report package. The search package queries the time
series data and classify them using k-means algorithm. The
analysis package has applied Kernel Density Estimation on
classified pattern to determine the workload pattern and
detect anomalies by applying threshold based filtering.
The monitoring framework [28] has adopted agent based
system that allows the user to check the status of his or her
heterogeneous resources. The agents are used to collect and
measure the performance metrics. The proposed framework
has offered high elasticity, scalability and extensibility by
the providing a high level customization of the performance
indexes and metrics. The proposed work considers limited
parameters and may degrade the performance for current
cloud scenario. JTangCMS [31] is an efficient and robust
data dissemination framework used to transfer the huge
amount of runtime information reliably with high
throughput and low latency. The agents are installed on each
virtual machine and physical machine to receives, stores,
and process all this runtime information received from the
other agents. An effective and intelligent cloud action
platform has also developed to support decision-making for
cloud management based on Complex Event Processing
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(CEP). The proposed CMS supports accuracy, adoptability
elasticity and scalability. The rest of the resource monitoring
systems support very few properties of cloud and needs to
optimize these work to gain high effective utilization.
Based on performance monitoring:
Self-adaptive
performance monitoring framework [45] contains five
autonomic elements: monitor, analyzer, planner, executor
and knowledge base. It will automatically fine-tune the
monitoring period to improve the accuracy and timeliness of
anomaly detection and reduces monitoring overhead. The
proposed monitoring method supports adoptability and
availability properties. The performance of the proposed
work can be improved by applying filtering and aggregation
on collected data. The new monitoring framework has
adopted Multi-Agent System [46] where agents can perform
resource scheduling, task execution, and performance
analysis. The proposed model mainly focused on scheduling
process optimization, effective resource utilization and
prevents the unauthorized tasks injection and modification.
Agents are deployed in each part of the cloud system and
these are capable of learning cloud environment and taking
self-decisions using AI. The proposed model supports
accuracy, elasticity, autonomic, intrusiveness and
portability.
Based on application monitoring: The monitoring
architecture [51] relies on a modular structure that is
composed of three parts: 1. Infrastructure definition module,
2. Setup and management module and 3. Data processing
module. The first two parts are used to setup the
infrastructure and collect the data from various agents that
are scattered throughout the cloud. Third part is data
analysis part used to configure and the triggering of events
based on some conditions. The Complex event processing
used to check SLA fulfillment and distributed attack
detection.
Two adaptive algorithms, the Check Period Relaxation
(CPR) algorithm and the Modified-CPR algorithms have
been deployed to efficiently manage the communication
between the agents that monitor the web service.
JCatascopia [38] is an automatic resource provisioning for
Cloud applications using metric Subscription Rule
Language, which consists of two operations: (i) aggregate
and group low-level metrics originating from single
instances, and (ii) generate high-level metrics dynamically at
runtime from low-level metrics. The JCatascopia is capable
of supporting a fully automated cloud resource provisioning
system with proven interoperability, scalability and low
runtime footprint.
Based on SLA monitoring: The main idea behind
autonomic resource management system [53] is to reduce
SLA violation rate for delivery of cloud services. The
proposed model reserves the resources that are used when
SLA violation rate is more than threshold value. Further,
different QoS parameters such as execution time, cost,
latency, reliability and availability etc. are used to analyze
the impact of QoS parameters on SLA violation rate are also
considered.
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Based on SLA, SLA manager prepares SLA document
which contains information about SLA violation rate and

high priority workloads that needs to execute immediately.

Table 5: comparative study of existing agent based CMS

[43]
[27]
[12]
[28]
[14]
[47]
[31]
[2]
[48]
[49]
[39]
[50]
[45]
[46]
[32]
[38]
[51]
[53]

IV.

Customizability

Multi tenancy

Portable

Reliable

Resilient

Timeliness

Scalability

Intrusiveness

Extensibility

Elasticity

Comphrensiveness

Availability

autonomic

Adoptability

Properties Supports

Accuracy

Data Analysis

Data Aggregation

Data Filtering

Data Collection

Monitoring elements

Reference

Monitoring Phases

Resource

Performance

Application
SLA

Robustness, Charging and metering Issues and SLA
Issues.

CHALLENGES / ISSUES AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

V.

Cloud computing has achieved successes and growth
during last decade. The cloud monitoring is still facing
several challenges/issues due to the complex nature of
cloud infrastructure such as architecture complexity,
computational and network workload, volume of
monitoring parameters, and dynamic computing
environment. In this section, cloud monitoring solutions
have been surveyed to understand the technical aspects of
existing cloud monitoring system and also investigate the
challenges/issue. Table 6 show challenges/issue with
possible future directions. The main issues/ challenges are
: Performance issue, Maintenance challenges, agent cost,
Energy aware, Adoptability, Interoperability, Scalability,

CONCLUSION

Cloud monitoring system supervises and manages the
operational work-flow and processes within cloud
computing environment to ensure its performance
capacity and capabilities. In this paper, the basic concepts
of CMS such as monitoring architecture, monitoring
phases, cloud properties, and monitoring functions are
described. Further, a comparative study of state-of-art
cloud monitoring works based on various phases of cloud
monitoring activity and usage of agent for monitoring is
also given. The challenges/issue and possible future
directions are highlighted to carry out further research in
the field of cloud monitoring.

Table 6: Challenges/issues and future directions
Sl. No Challenges
/Issues
1
Performance

Description

Possible Future Directions

Data Filtering: Huge data processing in cloud  Adopting big data filtering approaches
involves many challenges relevant to inefficiency,
to reduce unrelated/unwanted data.
parallel memory bottlenecks, and deadlocks. So to  Development of new data reduction
avoid these problem it is essential to filter unrelated,
algorithms to suite complex cloud
noisy and invalid data [6][69].
structure.
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Data Analysis: There is less work available w.r.t to
analysis part of monitoring process. These analysis
methods are traditional and may not suit for present
or future cloud.
2

Maintenance

Root Cause Analysis: It is very difficult to find the
root cause of problem in cloud system. The In depth
study of cloud is essential to find the root cause of
problem.
Proactive Monitoring: The existing CMS are
reactive in nature [69]. So it is difficult to optimize
the performance in critical conditions.

3

Agent cost

Light Weight Agent: The agent is heavy weight
process, so it consumes more computational cost [6].

4

Energy aware

5

Adoptability

6

Interoperability

7

Scalability

8

Robustness

Energy Efficient: It is essential minimize energy
consumption in CMS. Existing CMSs not
concentrate on reducing energy consumption in
cloud [6] [56].
Configuration: The requirements of customer are
changing rapidly in cloud usage. To fulfill customer
requirements, cloud has to dynamically reconfigure
the resources.
The difficulties in monitoring hybrid cloud
performance are : lack of visibility to predict
resource utilization, difficulty in supporting dynamic
environment and add overhead in using multiple
tools to manage
Collecting the more number of performance metrics
for large number resources are difficult to manage.
Most of existing work tried to improve the
scalability. But still it is essential to optimize for
highly responsive application are hosted in cloud [68,
6].
The launch time of application and reconfiguration
take more time. [6].

9

Charging and
metering Issues

10

SLA Issues

There are some issues in implementing usage based
charging policy. For example, a new set of metric
data collection for new fine grained billing policy
will be required. This will leads collecting same
metrics multiple times for different purpose [6].
Now days a user-side SLA management has
increased due to false penalty from service providers.
It remains a challenge for researchers to provide a
user-satisfactory SLA management policy at cloud
user-end [6].
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 Policy based polling frequency needs
to introduce in CMS.
Multi-resolution analysis allows the
application to analyze the data in stages,
starting with a larger scope of analysis
with coarse-grained filters of spatial and
temporal dimensions.
An effective root cause analysis method
has to be developed to find the root cause
of the problem within short period of
time.
The CMS needs to adopt prediction
techniques that alert users and cloud
manager before it crashes. The machine
learning techniques are the best solution
for predicting status of cloud.
It is essential to optimize the agent so
that they consume less computational
cost.
The high resource usage rate in cloud
consumes more energy. The monitoring
data can be utilized to develop new
policies that reduce energy consumption.
To improve the adoptability, it is
essentials to develop self-configurable
CMS. The agent based CMS with AI is
the best solution.
The standard interoperable tools or
protocols
have to be developed to
resolve the interoperability issues.

The CMS must capable to handle large
volume of data by adopting data mining
techniques with machine learning
algorithms.

The robust CMS has to be developed to
reconfigure the resources within short
period of time and reduce the launch time
of application.

A special care must be taken while
collecting the fine-grained metrics to
avoid to multiple copies.

The CMS must adopt new policies that
correctly identify the requirements and
give appropriate service on priority basis
to both user and service provider.
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